Let π be a linear bijection on a finite-dimensional vector space and k 0 an integer. A subspace T is called a k-fold anti-invariant subspace if T + T π + · · · + T π k = T ⊕ T π ⊕ · · · ⊕ T π k . We find the maximal dimension of such subspaces T .
Introduction
Let V be a vector space over a field K where n := dim V is finite, π ∈ GL(V ) and k 0 an integer.
A subspace T of V is called a k-fold π-anti-invariant subspace if dim(T + T π + · · · + T π k ) = (k + 1) · dim T ; in other words, if
We want to find the pairs (k, m) such that a k-fold π-anti-invariant subspace T of dimension m exists.
Obviously this requires (k + 1)m n. If T is a k-fold π-anti-invariant subspace then each subspace of T is a k-fold anti-invariant subspace. Hence we can restate the problem: Given π and k, find the maximal dimension m such that an m-dimensional k-fold π-anti-invariant subspace T exists.
A subspace T is (1-fold) anti-invariant if and only if T ∩ T π = {0}. Sourour [4] and also Barría and Halmos [1] found the maximal dimension of such a subspace T . This number (called the anti-invariant dimension of π) is the minimum of the numbers dim V q(π) where q ∈ K [x] ranges through all polynomials of degree 1, provided this number is n 2 ; else the anti-invariant dimension is n 2 respectively n−1
.
One can derive this theorem from more general earlier work [3, 7] . Both articles provide the same criterium (submatrix-theorem) for a given quadratric matrix A being the upper left submatrix of a matrix similar to a given quadratic matrix H .
The submatrix-theorem leads also to frequently used theorems on matrix factorizations [2, 5, 6] .
We will explain these observations in an appendix (Section 4).
Basic observations and main result
Take a basis t 1 , . . . , t m , t 1 π, . . . , t m π, . . . that complies with the decomposition of V . Then the matrix of π has the form
where empty entries stand for zero; I m denotes the m × m unit-matrix (and occurs k times); an asterisk ૽ stands for a matrix in K m×m and ♦ for a matrix in
If conversely a linear bijection π is given by a matrix G of the above form then
The Two n × n matrices over the same field are similar if and only if they have equal n-tuples of invariant divisors.
Hence a unique n-tuple of invariant divisors is assigned to each similarity class of linear mappings V → V . If π admits a k-fold anti-invariant subspace of dimension m then this is also true for each conjugate element (in GL(V )) of π. Hence the property is inherent in the invariant divisors of π and we are led to the Problem. Given π ∈ GL(V ) with invariant divisors µ 1 , . . . , µ n . Find necessary and sufficient conditions on the invariant divisors µ 1 , . . . , µ n of π such that π admits a k-fold anti-invariant subspace of dimension m.
A As n = d 1 + d 2 + · · · + d n our theorem yields:
k-fold π-anti-invariant m-dimensional subspace exists if and only if
We found two distinct proofs to our theorem. The first proof is presented in this article and uses decompositions of V into particular subspaces. The second proof is based on elementary transformations of matrices and combinatorical arguments. 
Further, as d k and
Clearly, (1) and (2) entrain ( * ). 
. , zπ s ). Each π-cyclic subspace is a chainspace (including {0}). A chainspace need not be invariant under π.
For a subset M of V let M π denote the π-submodule (in V ) generated by M. For a subspace S of V we consider the following properties.
S is k-fold anti-invariant (in particular dim S m).
2. Some chainspaces
Clearly, S = {0} satisfies properties 1 and 2 (take Z 1 := C n−m+1 , . . . , Z r := C n ). Now let S be a subspace satisfying 1 and 2 of maximal dimension. If r = 0 then S is an m-dimensional k-fold anti-invariant subspace as desired. So we assume r 1 and dim Z 1 · · · dim Z r . We claim (Z) dim Z 1 k + 1. Indeed (Z) yields the assertion: each Z i contains a linearly independent k + 1-tuple (z i , z i π, . . . , z i π k ) and S ⊕ z 1 , . . . , z r is a k-fold anti-invariant subspace of dimension m (due to 2.1).
In order to prove (Z) we will assume (Z) dim Z 1 k and end up with a contradiction.
Statement (Z) implies dim Z r k + 2 (else 2.1, 2.2 and Hence dim
Both Z 1 and Z r are chainspaces. Property 2.3 yields
First we pursue the case
So S satisfies properties 1 and 2. But dim S = dim S + 1 does not comply with the choice of S. Now we study along the same pattern the case l = k − a.
So S satisfies properties 1 and 2. However, dim S = dim S + 1 is in contrast to the choice of S.
Applications of the submatrix-theorem
First we state the main result of [3, 7] . Let m, n ∈ N 0 , m n. Let µ 1 , . . . , µ n ∈ K[x] be monic polynomials = 0 such that µ 1 | · · · |µ n and the sum of their degrees is n.
Hence an n × n-matrix with invariant divisors µ 1 , . . . , µ n exists and it is unique up to similarity. This is the k = 1-statement of our theorem and the main result of [1, 4] .
Observation 2.
A frequently used factorization theorem for matrices is proved in [5] . Theorem 4.3 [5] . Let G ∈ GL n (K) and G non-scalar (i.e. G has not the form diag(λ, . . . , λ)) or n = 1. We will derive this factorization theorem from a special case of the submatrixtheorem 4.1. The above corollary yields that up to similarity G is a matrix with an upper left n − 1 × n − 1 submatrix such that det A = δ and A is non-scalar or n − 1 = 1.
By induction we can assume that A is similar to a product A 1 A 2 where A 1 is lower triangular and has diagonal entries α 1 , . . . , α n−1 ; and A 2 is upper triangular and has diagonal entries β 1 , . . . , β n−1 .
Hence after appropriate conjugation we can assume that
Put d 1 := dA β n has the desired form. Similar arguments yield the results of [2, 6] from the submatrix-theorem.
